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miRNA criteria 1

a) Query reads exactly match the reference miRNAs
b) Reads with 1–2 nt extended or shortened at the 5′ end of the known miRNAs.
c) Reads with 1–4 nt extended or shortened at the 3′ end of the known miRNAs.
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c) Reads with 1–4 nt extended or shortened at the 3’ end of the known miRNAs.
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miRNA criteria 2

a) Reads with first ten nucleotides identical to those of known miRNAs (including reverse complement and 5’ shift)
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18-25 nt Unidentified small RNAs
miRNA criteria 2

a) Reads with first ten nucleotides identical to those of known miRNAs (including reverse complement and 5' shift)
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: reference known miRNA
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: query read
miRNA criteria 3

a) Reads with first sixteen nucleotides identical to those of known miRNAs (including reverse complement and 5’ shift)
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miRNA criteria 3

a) Reads with first sixteen nucleotides identical to those of known miRNAs (including reverse complement and 5' shift)

5' shift

: reference known miRNA
--- : reverse complement - reference known miRNA
--- : query read
Further analysis 3

FASTA v36

miRNA criteria 4

a) Sequence with Smith-Waterman score of at least 70

(Parameters: +5/-4)
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